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The Design and Technology of Modern Electronic Systems (DTMES)
is established with an intention of creating and boosting research in
the areas of electronic design for devices, chips, packages, and
systems in Ethiopia and the rest of Africa. Despite the huge potential
of the region, there has been few, or close to none, annual IEEE
activities in the region. In the past two decades, the region has
produced numerous numbers of Electrical and Computer
Engineering graduates that have been introduced into the system
following the expansion of existing universities across the continent.
Unfortunately, these engineers do not have access to the worldwide
pool of engineers and companies, while at the same time the
international community cannot benefit from their considerable
potential. DTMES is determined to close this gap by providing the
much-needed bridging between the two. Thus, DTMES will serve as
the flagship event in the region and in Africa. In addition, DTMES also
aims to become a meaningful backup to the digital technology
assisted economic growth strategy being implemented in the region.
This makes perfect sense when taking into account that electronic
devices and packaging are actually the backbone of today's digital
technology systems. DTMES is sponsored by the IEEE Electronic
Packaging Society and IEEE Electron Devices Society.
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CONFERENCE NOTES:



VENUE
 

THE HEADQUARTERS 
OF THE 

COMMERCIAL BANK 
OF ETHIOPIA

This Symposium is being held in one of the conference halls at the
Headquarters of the Commercial Bank of Ethiopia. The Commercial Bank
of Ethiopia Headquarters is a skyscraper in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia that
was completed on 13 February 2022 and became the tallest building in
Ethiopia. It serves as the headquarters of the state-owned Commercial
Bank of Ethiopia, the country's largest bank. It also is the tallest building
in all of East Africa. Its design includes eight conference halls.
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CONFERENCE FEE
 

STUDENT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250 BIRR
 
IEEE MEMBER  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250 BIRR
 
NON-MEMBER  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 BIRR
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 Founder and 
Chair of DTMES 
Dr. Wendem 

Beyene

Biography
Wedemagegnehu Tsegaye was born in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. He received the B.S. and
M.S. degrees in electrical engineering from Columbia University, New York, NY, USA, in
1988 and 1991, respectively, and the Ph.D. degree in electrical and computer
engineering from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA, in 1997. In the
past, he was employed by IBM, Hewlett-Packard, and Agilent Technologies. In 2000, he
joined Rambus Inc., Los Altos, CA, USA, and served as a senior principal engineer
responsible for signal integrity of multi-gigabit parallel and serial interfaces. During
2017-2020 he was with Intel Corp. and served as principal engineer and manager
responsible for signal and power integrity analysis of high-performance FPGA
including fabric and high-speed I/O subsystems as well as I/O modeling. In 2020 he
joined Facebook as an Analog & Mixed-Signal Architect in Facebook Reality Lab, Meta
Platforms.

Dr. Beyene has authored or co-authored over 125 refereed publications in various
leading IEEE Transactions and conferences and over 10 patents or patent applications.
These publications covered various disciplines including package and interconnect
modeling, analysis and optimization. He was the recipient of 2021 IEEE Trans. on
Components, Packaging and Manufacturing Technology Best Paper Award. Dr Beyene
is currently the Senior Area Editor of IEEE Transactions on CPMT and is a Senior
Member of Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE). He also serves on
several leading technical program committees, including EPEPS, SPI and DTMES. He is
an Elected Associate Fellow of Ethiopian Academy of Sciences and is also elected as a
Distinguished Lecturer of the IEEE EMCS for 2021–2022 and IEEE EPS Society for 2020-
2024.
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  Co-Founder and 
Local Chair of 

DTMES 
Dr. Fetene 
Mulugeta

Biography
Fetene Mulugeta Yigletu has received his MSc and PhD in Electronics
Engineering in 2011 and 2014, respectively, from University of Rovira i Virgili,
in Tarragona Spain. He was a postdoctoral researcher in the same
university for more than a year until he moved to Arizona State University to
start another postdoctoral position. He was also a postdoctoral research
fellow at University of California in Davis. He then joined Addis Ababa
Institute of Technology as an Assistant Professor in mid 2017 where he is
serving at the present. He has authored and co-authored a number of
research works that are focused on compact modeling of modern Field
Effect Transistors. His research focus are the new era new material FET,
such as GaN based devices and vertical transistors and currently he is also
widening his research area towards Organic FETs leading to printed and
flexible electronics.
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  Co-Chair of 
DTMES 

Professor 
Arokia Nathan

Biography
Arokia Nathan is a leading pioneer in the development and application of
thin film transistor technologies to flexible electronics, display and sensor
systems. Following his PhD in Electrical Engineering, University of Alberta,
Canada in 1988, he joined LSI Logic USA and subsequently the Institute of
Quantum Electronics, ETH Zürich, Switzerland, before joining the Electrical
and Computer Engineering Department, University of Waterloo, Canada. In
2006, he joined the London Centre for Nanotechnology, University College
London as the Sumitomo Chair of Nanotechnology. He moved to
Cambridge University in 2011 as the Chair of Photonic Systems and Displays,
and he is currently a Bye-Fellow and Tutor at Darwin College. He has over
600 publications including 4 books, and more that 110 patents and four
spin-off companies. He is a Fellow of IEEE, a Distinguished Lecturer of the
IEEE Electron Devices Society and Sensor Council, a Chartered Engineer
(UK), Fellow of the Institution of Engineering and Technology (UK), and
winner of the 2020 IEEE EDS JJ Ebers Award.
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  President of IEEE 
Electronics 

Pacakging Society  
Dr. Kitty Pearsall

Biography
Kitty Pearsall (AM’84-M’01-SM’02) received the BS degree in Metallurgical Engineering (1971) from the UT El
Paso. Kitty received the MS and Ph.D. degree in Mechanical Engineering and Materials from the UT Austin in
1979 and 1983 respectively. Kitty worked for IBM from 1972 to 2013. In 2005 Kitty was appointed an IBM
Distinguished Engineer and was elected to the IBM Academy of Technology. Kitty was a process consultant
and subject matter expert working on strategic initiatives impacting component qualification and end
quality of procured commodities. She engaged with worldwide teams implementing cross-brand, cross
commodity processes/products that delivered high quality/high reliability end product.

Kitty received 4 IBM Outstanding Technical Achievement Awards; holds 9 US patents; 2 patents pending;
and 8 published disclosures. She has numerous internal publications as well as 22 external publications in
her field. Kitty is a licensed Professional Engineer (Texas since 1993). Kitty was the recipient of the UT Austin
- Cockrell Engineering Distinguished Engineering Graduate Award in 2007 followed by induction into the UT
Mechanical Engineering Dept. Academy of Distinguished Alumni in 2008. Kitty was awarded the Women in
Technology Fran E. Allan Mentoring Award (2006) in recognition of her people development both in and
outside of IBM. Currently Kitty is President of Boss Precision Inc. and works as an Independent consultant.
This has included a one year engagement with Shainin Corporation.

Kitty is an active member in IEEE and CPMT. She is a member of TMS, American Society of Metals, and WIE.
Kitty has more than 22 years’ experience with ECTC serving as a member of the ECTC Manufacturing
Technology Committee (1993-2013) and as the Professional Development Course Chair since 2006. During
Kitty's 10 years on the CPMT Board of Governors she has served in many roles: Member at Large, Strategic
Awards Director, VP of Education and currently Director of Chapter Programs. In each role Kitty made key
contributions.

Kitty introduced the Regional Contribution Awards. She established the baseline for the CPMT Distinguished
Lecturer’s (DLs) Program. The history of the DLs presentations to Universities, Research Centers,
Conferences and CPMT Chapters was charted to determine if the program was meeting its founding
principal; i.e., primarily supporting the CPMT chapters. Review of the data noted that this was not the case.
Therefore Kitty focused on increasing Chapter usage which did improve over time. DL Budget tracking of
planned versus actuals was initiated. Lastly, Kitty documented the roles and responsibilities of the VP
Education and passed these on to the new VP. As Director of Chapter Programs Kitty is focusing on
worldwide Chapter Communication as well as ensuring Chapters know their benefits and how to access
them. First deliverable was a Worldwide Chapter Communication Survey highlighting best practices
amongst them.



DAY 1:
MONDAY, 

FEB. 13, 2013 

9:00 - 9:40am

9:40 - 10:00am

IEEE DTMES 2023 Welcome Remarks 
Co-Chairs Dr. Wendem Beyene and Prof. Anokia Nathan, UK
Local Chair Dr. Fetene Mulugeta 
AAit Executive Director, Dr. Bikiila Teklu 
Dean of School of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Dr. Bisrat, 
AAiT CBE Representative 
Welcome by IEEE EPS President Dr. Kitty Pearsall 
And IEEE EDS Representative Prof. Benjamin 
Annoucing IEEE Ethiopian Subsection Formation 

Keynote Speech – "The Metaverse, AR, XR, and Silicon: Power Electronics
Challenges," Dr. Jihong Ren, Meta Platforms, USA

10:00 - 10:40am Plenary Talk I: "Evolution of the Timing Recovery techniques in 
High-speed Links,” Prof. Masum Hossain, Carlton University 

10:40 - 10:55am COFFEE BREAK

10:55 - 11:45am Plenary Talk II:“Computational Electromagnetics of Digital 
Applications,” Dr. Yuriy, Shlepnev, Simberian Inc., USA

11:45 - 12:30pm

"Acceleration of Deep Neural Network Training Using Field 
Programmable Gate Arrays," Guta Tesema Tufa, Arba Minch 
Univetsity 

12:30 - 1:30pm LUNCH BREAK

1:30 - 2:00pm “Mitigation of Memory Errors on Commodity Workstations at High
Altitude,” Yafet Philipos, Hawassa University, Ethiopia 

2:00 - 2:30pm

“Amharic SMS spam detection using Deep Learning,” Woineshet 
Fentahun, AAIt, Ethiopia

2:30 - 3:00pm

3:00 - 3:30pm COFFEE BREAK

3:30 - 4:00pm

4:00 - 4:30pm “Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV),” Yosef Jemal, Bahir Dar Institute of 
Technology, Ethiopia
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Plenary Talk III: "Semiconductor Device Compact Modeling: 
Concepts and Challenges," Prof. Benjamin Iñiguez, URV, Spain 

“Application layer DDoS Attack Classification using Deep 
Learning," Beckham Berhanu, AAit, Ethiopia



DAY 2:
TUESDAY, 

FEB. 14, 2013 

9:00 - 9:20am

9:15 - 9:25am

IEEE DTMES 2022 Welcome Remarks
Local Chair Dr. Fetene Mulugeta, AAit

Qualcomm products in XR/AR space

9:25 - 10:00am Plenary Talk IV: “Early Planning for Robust Signal and Power 
Integrity,” Qualcomm” Dr. Vaishnav Srinivas, Qualcomm, USA

10:00 - 10:40am

COFFEE BREAK10:40 - 10:55am

Plenary Talk V: “Interconnect Reliability in Electronic Systems: An 
Overview," Dr. Dongkai Shangguan, USA

10:55 -11:25am “Domain‐Specific Architecture for UAV Path Planning” Kidist 
Andarge, AAit, Ethiopia

11:25 - 12:00pm

LUNCH BREAK

1:30 - 2:00pm

"Classification Of Invasive And In Situ Lobular Carcinoma In Breast
Cancer Using Deep Learning,” Kalkidan Kebede, AAit, Ethiopia

2:00 - 2:30pm

2:30 - 3:00pm

3:00 - 3:30pm

“Remotely operated military weapon and its applications,” Yosef 
Jemal, Bahir Dar Institute of Technology, Ethiopia

COFFEE BREAK

3:30 - 5:00pm

“Explainable Rhythm Based Heart Disease Detection From ECG Signals,”
 Derege Degefa, AAit, Ethiopia

Closing Remarks and Lottery Drawing
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12:00 - 1:30pm

“A Domain‐Specific Architecture for Computer Vision Application 
in Autonomous UAVs,” Tinbilina Gashaw, AAit, Ethiopia



Day 1
9:40 - 

10:00am

Keynote Speech:
"The Metaverse, AR, XR, 

and Silicon: Power 
Electronics Challenges"

Dr. Jihong Ren

Abstract
Metaverse is the next evolution in social technologies and the successor to
the mobile internet. It is a set of digital spaces, including immersive 3D
experiences, that are all interconnected so you can easily move between
them. It lets you do things you couldn’t do in the physical world with people
you can’t physically be with. This talk presents our vision and the technical
challenges to realize such a vision, in particular, the challenges in power
electronics.

 

Biography
Director of Analog Mixed Signal Solutions,
Meta Reality Labs Jihong leads the analog
mixed-signal (AMS) team within the Meta
Reality Labs. Her team is responsible for
analog mixed signal IPs and chips including
but not limited to custom power management
ICs, SOC analog IP and high-speed interfaces,
as well as SOC signal integrity and power
integrity. 

 Jihong received the Ph.D. degree in computer
science from the University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada, in 2006.
Prior to Meta, she was with Intel, delivering
high-speed transceivers for FPGA
applications. She authored/co-authored more
than thirty technical papers, numerous book
chapters and patent applications in high-
speed communication area.



Day 1
10:00 - 

10:40am

Plenary Talk I:
"Evolution of the Timing 
Recovery techniques in 

High-speed Links"

Prof. Masum 
Hossain

Abstract
Timing recovery techniques have evolved significantly over the last 25 years of
high-speed link design. It has gradually moved to a fully digital implementation
from an analog PLL-based approach. As the architecture has further evolved
towards ADC-DSP-based solutions, the timing recovery techniques have also
been adopted to new solution space. Not just architectural point of view,
depending on the modulation of choice, timing recovery is also evolving. The
adoption of MMSE compared to 2X oversampled solutions is an example of such
recent developments. The objective of this talk is to walk through this evolution
process, explain the motivation behind them and followed by silicon results to
validate the performance improvement achievable in these architectures. 

 

Biography
Masum Hossain (M’11) received the B.Sc. degree from
the Bangladesh University of Engineering and
Technology, Dhaka, Bangladesh, in 2002, the M.Sc.
degree from Queen’s University, Kingston, ON, Canada,
in 2005, and the Ph.D. degree from the University of
Toronto, Toronto, ON, in 2010. From 2008 to 2010, he was
with Analog and Mixed Signal Division, Gennum
Corporation, Burlington, ON, where he was involved in
the development of world’s highest capacity and most
power efficient cross point router solution. He was with
Rambus Laboratory, Sunnyvale, CA, USA, as a Senior
Member of Technical Staff, where he was involved in
advanced equalization and clock recovery techniques
for high-speed interfaces. He has spent several years in
industrial research. In 2013, he joined the Department of
Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of
Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada. Dr. Hossain was a
recipient of the Best Student Paper Award at the 2008
IEEE Custom Integrated Circuits Conference and the
Analog Device’s Outstanding Student Designer Award in
2010.



Day 1
10:55 - 

11:45am

Plenary Talk II: 
“Computational 

Electromagnetics of 
Digital Applications”

 Dr. Yuriy Shlepnev

Abstract
The amount of data transferred through free space, fiber optic cables and copper interconnects
is increasing exponentially. Digital data are transmitted through all those media as signals carried
by electromagnetic waves. Copper interconnects in electronic packages and on printed circuit
boards (PCBs) provide the first or last inches for the data on the way in and out of silicon chips.
They are becoming a bottleneck of electronic systems - more and more data have to be
transferred through smaller and smaller spaces around the chips – it drives the data transfer rates
into tens and even hundreds of gigabits per second per one lane or link. The spectrum of such
signals is ranging from DC through microwave into millimeter wave frequencies. The analysis of
interconnects around the chip requires solution of electromagnetic problems for complex
geometries and dispersive materials over such extreme bandwidth. This is the area of signal and
power integrity analysis.  To make sure that the system works in the most efficient way, extensive
modeling and optimization of interconnects is required. It requires understanding of
computational electromagnetics by both developers and users of interconnect modeling
software.  It is important to know advantages and limitations of different modeling methods and
techniques. This tutorial provides brief introduction into application of computational
electromagnetics to analysis of digital interconnects. It starts with classification of
electromagnetic problems arising in digital application. Next, typical problem formulations are
provided in time and frequency domains. Overview and comparison of conventional (finite
elements, finite differences, boundary elements) and unconventional (method of lines, Trefftz
elements) methods is provided. Examples of PCB and packaging interconnect analysis with
Simbeor software with visualization of electromagnetic fields are used to illustrate some
processes in interconnects.

 

Biography
Yuriy Shlepnev is President and Founder of Simberian
Inc., where he develops Simbeor electromagnetic signal
integrity software. He received a M.S. degree in radio
engineering from Novosibirsk State Technical University
in 1983, and a Ph.D. degree in computational
electromagnetics from Siberian State University of
Telecommunications and Informatics in 1990. He was
the principal developer of electromagnetic simulator for
Eagleware Corporation and a leading developer of
electromagnetic software for the simulation of signal
and power distribution networks at Mentor Graphics.
The results of his research are published in multiple
papers and conference proceedings. Yuriy is the Senior
Member of IEEE.



Day 1
11:45 - 

12:30pm

Plenary Talk III: 
“Semiconductor Device 

Compact Modeling: 
Concepts and Challenges”

 Prof. Benjamin 
Iñiguez

Abstract
 This presentation targets the basic concepts, assumptions, limitations, challenges and applicability of
device compact models, compact modeling of semiconductor devices, which are the basic components
of integrated circuits, used in micro- and nano-electronic applications. 

Compact device modeling is a very critical issue in micro- and nano-electronics because compact models
are the type of device models used in circuit simulation and design tools. 2D and 3D numerical simulators
are too cumbersome and too time consuming to be used in circuits with hundreds or thousands of
devices. Compact models are therefore of crucial importance for the micro- and nano-electronics and
sensor industry. Circuit design is not possible without accurate compact models for the devices which are
components of the targeted circuits. The application of new device technologies is only feasible when
compact models for those new devices are available. 

In this presentation, emphasis will be given to the several generations of MOSFET models, but this talk will
also address other devices where compact models have been developed and incorporated into simulation
and design tools, such as BJTs, MESFETs, HEMTs, TFTs,.. In addition, this presentation will target the
fundamentals of the operation of circuits simulation and design tools and how they use device models in
each type of analysis.  

Biography
Benjamin Iñiguez obtained a PhD in Physics in 1996 from the
University of the Balearic Islands (UIB), Spain. He was a
postdoctoral researcher at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
(RPI, Troy NY, USA, 1997-98) and at the Université catholique de
Louvain Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium, 1998-2001). In February 2001 he
joined the Department of Electronic, Electrical and Automatic
Control Engineering of the Universitat Rovira i Virgili (URV), in
Tarragona, Catalonia, Spain) as Titular Professor. In February 2010
he became Full Professor at URV. He obtained the Distinction from
the Catalan Government for the Promotion of University Research
in 2004 and the ICREA Academia Award (ICREA Institute) in 2009
and 2014. He led two research projects funded by the European
Union about electron device modeling He has supervised or co-
supervised 17 Ph D students. He has published more than 180
research papers in international journals and more than 160
abstracts in proceedings of conferences. He was elevated to the
grade of IEEE Fellow in 2019. He is currently Distinguished Lecturer
of the Electron Devices Society (EDS), Member of the Board of
Governors of the EDS, Chair of the Region 8 of the EDS Section and
Chapters Committee (SRC), Vice-Chair of the EDS Spain Chapter,
Editor of IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices (EDS) and served as
Chair of EDS Compact Modeling Technical Committee (2017-2021).
His main research interests are the physics and modeling of
advanced conductor devices, in particular nanoscale Multi-Gate
MOSFETs, GaN HEMTs, and organic and oxide TFTs.



Day 1
1:30- 

2:00pm

"Mitigation of Memory 
Errors on Commodity 
Workstations at High 

Altitude”

 Yafet Philipos

Abstract
Bits stored in Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) could flip for
several reasons. The DRAM error rate is generally expected to increase
when devices operate at higher altitude locations due to the increased
probability of high-energy particle strikes. Addis Ababa is situated at a high
altitude of 2500m (8202ft), making DRAM devices operating in this location
potentially more susceptible to DRAM errors. To our knowledge, no
significant published study analyzes DRAM errors at such high altitudes
with the most recent technologies. Although DRAM with Error Correcting
Code (ECC) is available to mitigate the errors, the number of bit-flips
detected and corrected is limited. In addition to that, it’s expensive and not
easily affordable. This work proposes to study the error rate observed at
mentioned altitude and implement software-based error detection and
correction schemes for non-ECC DRAM devices with a higher number of
bit-flip detection with minimal overhead.

Biography
Yafet Philipos is an MSc student in Computer
Engineering at Addis Ababa Institute of
Technology, AAU, and an assistant lecturer at
Hawassa University. He received his BSc degree
from Dilla University. He has participated in
Machine Learning projects for two years.
Currently, he is working on his MSc thesis related
to computer memory errors. He is interested in
Machine Learning driven electronics design,
Robotics, and performance optimization for
electronic devices.



Day 1
2:00-

2:30pm

"Acceleration of Deep 
Neural Network Training 

Using Field Programmable 
Gate Arrays”

 Guta Tesema Tufa

Abstract
Convolutional neural network (CNN) training often necessitates a considerable
amount of computational resources. In recent years, several studies have proposed
for CNN inference and training accelerators in which the FPGAs have previously
demonstrated good performance and energy efficiency. To speed up the
processing, CNN requires additional computational resources such as memory
bandwidth, a FPGA platform resource usage, time, power consumption, and large
datasets for training. They are constrained by the requirement for improved
hardware acceleration to support scalability beyond existing data and model sizes.
This paper proposes a procedure for energy efficient CNN training in collaboration
with an FPGA-based accelerator. We employed optimizations such as quantization,
which is a common model compression technique, to speed up the CNN training
process. Additionally, a gradient accumulation buffer is used to ensure maximum
operating efficiency while maintaining gradient descent of the learning algorithm.
To validate the design, we implemented the AlexNet and VGG-16 models on an FPGA
board and laptop CPU alongside GPU. It achieves 203.75 GOPS on Terasic DE1 SoC
with the AlexNet model and 196.50 GOPS with the VGG-16 model on Terasic DE-SoC.
Our result also exhibits that the FPGA accelerators are more energy efficient than
other platforms.

 

Biography
Guta Tesema received a first-degree in
Electrical and Computer Engineering with a
concentration in Computer Engineering from
Arba Minch University. He received a Master's
degree in computer engineering from the
Addis Ababa Institute of Technology. He
currently works as a lecturer at Arba Michch
University's Faculty of Electrical and Computer
Engineering.



Day 1
2:30- 

3:00pm

"Application layer DDoS 
Attack Classification 
using Deep Learning”

 Beckham Berhanu

Abstract
Availability is an attribute of computer and network security which guarantees
that resources are available to authorized users. Availability is targeted by attacks
such as Denial of Service(DoS) and Distributed Denial of Service(DDoS) attacks.
DDoS attack utilize different Open System Interconnected(OSI) layers to stage
their attacks. The most sophisticated and challenging type of these attacks is
Application layer Distributed Denial of Service(AlDDoS) attack. AlDDoS attack
mimic legitimate traffic when performing the attacks, which makes them very
difficult to detect. Several researchers proposed different approaches for the
classification of AlDDoS attacks. However, most researchers addressed attack
against a single or a maximum of three Application layer protocols. Furthermore,
no researcher considered the newest DDoS threats aimed at different Application
layer protocols when detecting Application layer DDoS attacks. In this work, we
present a classification method for the most adverse type of DDoS attack using
Deep Learning(DL) Algorithms; Long short Term Memory(LSTM), Bidirectional
Long short Term Memory(BiLSTM), Convolutional Neural Network(CNN), and Multi
Layer Perceptron(MLP). We have used the up to date dataset(CICDDoS2019), as it
remedies all current shortcomings found in older datasets. Three models showed
classification accuracy above 99%, while CNN obtained an accuracy more than
98% on all class labels.

Biography
Beckham Berhanu graduated in Computer
Engineering from AASTU. He has currently
defended my thesis for partial fulfillment of
master's degree in Electrical and Computer
Engineering at Addis Ababa Institute of
Technology. He has another master's degree
in Project Management and is currently
working as a Project Manager.



Day 1
3:30- 

4:00pm

"Amharic SMS spam 
detection using Deep 

Learning”

 Woineshet Fentahun

Abstract
Technological advances, particularly in the telecommunications sector are
overgrowing. Mobile phone is one of the communication tools which provides an
SMS (Short Message Service) service, a popular means of communication by
millions of users. As the popularity of mobile phone devices has increased, Short
Message Service (SMS) has grown into a multi-billion-dollar industry. Due to the
popularity of SMS and at the same time the reduced cost of text messages, it
became suitable for intruders to use it for promotional purposes and other
unethical activities, it has also given rise to SMS Spam, which refers to any irrelevant
text messages delivered using mobile networks. They are severely annoying to users
and a cause of concern. Nevertheless, several researchers tried to tackle this
problem using different machine learning and deep learning algorithms, most of
them relying on manually identified and self-extracted features. In our country
Ethiopia, several researchers have also tried to filter fraud messages using the
customer detailed record (CDR) data, However, no researcher makes use of
Machine learning or Deep Learning techniques to detect Amharic SMS spam based
on their content. Our research aims to collect Amharic SMS data and detect spam
messages from normal messages using deep learning methods.

Biography
Woineshet Fentahun is an MSc student in
Computer Engineering at Addis Ababa Institute of
Technology, AAU, and a contact center advisor at
ethiotelecom. She received her BSc degree from
Addis Ababa University and is currently working on
deep learning for her MSc thesis. She is interested
in machine learning, AI software development,
hardware & software maintenance, and robotics.



Day 1
4:00- 

4:30pm
"Unmanned Ground 

Vehicle (UGV)”

 Yosef Jemal

Abstract
Unmanned ground vehicle is vehicle that moves as the name implies without
driver. It could accomplish the same mission that an unmanned aerial vehicle
does but on the ground. It could be used for surveillance, combat, cargo
delivery and explosive removal. We can also give it any mission that is risky for
humans. Yosef Jemal, having financial funding from BahirDar institute of
technology, is the first to introduce this UGV to our country. This vehicle
integrated with remote weapons can play a big role in the military battlefield.
Especially for border protection and surveillance, ugv is the best candidate as it
is very difficult to cover all areas with soldiers. In addition to the military sector,
it could also be used for civilian purposes. It could be used in industry for risky
tasks like moving molten metal.

Biography
Yosef Jemal is Assistant lecturer in Bahir Dar
Institute of Technology since 2017. He is currently
doing his MSc thesis on unmanned aerial vehicles.
Since 2017 he has completed two successful military
projects namely remotely operated military weapon
and unmanned ground vehicle both of which are
already accepted by the Ethiopian defense industry
for collaboration. Especially remotely operated
military weapons was one of the challenges for
Ethiopia’s defense industry to develop fully
functional armored vehicles. Now due to successful
completion of remote weapons, Ethiopia will soon
start developing the above armored vehicle. Current
military world is looking for an unmanned ground
vehicle which plays the role of combat drone on the
ground despite current technology limitations. With
this regard Yosef has also tested the first unmanned
ground vehicle in 2022 in BahirDar Institute of
Technology.



Day 2 
9:25- 

10:00am

Plenary Talk IV:
"Early Planning for Robust 

Signal and Power 
Integrity”

 Dr. Vaishnav 
Srinivas

Abstract
 Many challenges exist to deliver robust signal and power integrity for complex
semiconductor chipsets today. This talk covers the need for early planning and the
impact it has in ensuring that we achieve our signoff criteria for signal and power
integrity. It also touches upon some of the tools and methods to enable early planning,
and how these can fit into existing flows for signal and power integrity. These include
bump and floorplanning, IO standards and channel co-development, behavioral and
parameterized modeling of technologies and features that improve signal and power
integrity, DOE methods to explore new technologies and tradeoffs they offer, and
advanced methods to study PDN impact and coupling on high-speed interfaces.
As signal and power integrity engineers, it is in our interest to enable architects and early
planners to make the right decisions that empower us to deliver the solutions that meet all
the constraints and provide good tradeoffs. With Heterogeneous Integration gaining
momentum, some of these methods may prove very useful in enabling new technologies and
make the difference between success and failure for signal and power integrity signoff.

Biography
Vaishnav Srinivas received the B.Tech. degree from
IIT Madras, the M.S. degree from the University of
California at Los Angeles, and the Ph.D. degree in
electrical engineering from the University of
California at San Diego. He is a Senior Director of
Engineering with Qualcomm, San Diego, CA, USA,
where he leads a team working on electrical
systems engineering for Qualcomm’s chipsets,
including circuit-system co-design for high-speed
interfaces and mixed-signal circuits, signal and
power integrity, PDN design, firmware, system
validation and debug for mixed-signal circuits. He
leads a cross-functional circuit-system-
technology exploration effort for next-generation
interconnects, including memory, peripherals,
inter-die, and intra-die interconnects



Day 2 
10:00- 

10:40am

Plenary Talk V:
"Interconnect Reliability 
in Electronic Systems: An 

Overview”

 Dr. Dongkai 
Shangguan

Abstract
Interconnect reliability is critical to the reliability of semiconductor packaging and electronic systems. As newer forms
of interconnects emerge to meet the demand for high density and high performance, interconnect reliability is
becoming more complex and more critical. The growing adoption of heterogeneous integration leads to increased
diversity of interconnects (with different geometries, materials, and interfaces) in the same package, with complex (and
often interactive) reliability failure modes and mechanisms. Finer pitch interconnects in advanced packaging are more
susceptible to failures due to electromigration, interfacial reactions etc. Wafer level packaging, Cu direct bonding and
other advanced packaging technologies, present new considerations in interconnect reliability.

At the same time, as electronic products become more pervasive in application, interconnect reliability must be
considered holistically with regard to environmental conditions, from thermal, mechanical, and thermomechanical, to
electrical and electrochemical. High frequency applications demand considerations of interconnect materials for signal
integrity. High thermal density and high current density can have an increased impact on interconnect reliability. These
considerations will impact reliability engineering for semiconductor devices, from design for reliability, to accelerated
testing and analysis.

Yet another important dimension for interconnect reliability involves sustainability of electronic products, which
demands environmentally friendly materials and processes, such as no-clean soldering, lead-free soldering, low
temperature soldering, etc. Understanding of the failure mechanisms for different interconnect materials at various
levels (wafer, chip, package, and system) of the semiconductor package, is of great importance to interconnect
reliability, and ultimately reliability of semiconductor devices and electronic systems

Biography
Dr. Dongkai Shangguan, IEEE Fellow & IMAPS Fellow, is currently a Strategic
Advisor to Indium Corporation and other innovative companies in the global
semiconductor and electronics industry. Previously, he served as Corporate
Vice President at Flex (formerly Flextronics) and at STATSChipPAC (currently
JCET). Early in his career, he held various technical and management
responsibilities at Ford Electronics and Visteon.

Dr. Shangguan has published two books, authored/co-authored over 200
technical papers, and has been issued 30 U.S. patents. He has served on the
iNEMI Board of Directors, the IEEE EPS Board of Governors, and the IPC Board
of Directors. He has received a number of recognitions for his contributions
to the industry, including the Outstanding Sustained Technical Contribution
Award from IEEE EPS, the William D. Ashman Achievement Award from
IMAPS, the President’s Award from IPC, and the Total Excellence in
Electronics Manufacturing Award from the Society of Manufacturing
Engineers.

Dr. Shangguan received his B.Sc. degree in Mechanical Engineering from
Tsinghua University, China, MBA degree from San Jose State University, and
Ph.D. in Materials from the University of Oxford, U.K. He conducted
postdoctoral teaching and research at the University of Cambridge and The
University of Alabama. He is based in San Jose, California, and travels
globally in service of the industry.



Day 2 
10:55- 

11:25am

"Domain-Specific 
Architecture UAV Path 

Finding”

 Kidist Andarge

Abstract
Real time applications like UAV Path planning needs high performance
computing with low latency and should be efficient in terms of energy
and area. It’s NP-hard nature of the problem makes the task
computationally intensive. In this research, our aim is to identify the
performance and energy bottlenecks of the path planning algorithms
on general purpose systems. Based on this analysis, we will design a
domain specific architecture that meets the computational
requirement of the path planning task. Then, the proposed design will
be evaluated in terms of its speedup, energy and area to compare with
that of general- purpose systems.

Biography
 Kidist Andarge is an M.sc student in
Computer Engineering at Addis Ababa
Institute of Technology. She received her
B.sc degree from University of Gondar in
Electrical and Computer Engineering.
Currently, she is working on her M.sc thesis
focusing on domain specific architecture.
She is interested in architecture designs
and performance optimization of
embedded systems.



Day 2 
11:25- 

12:00pm

"Classification Of Invasive 
And In Situ Lobular 

Carcinoma In Breast 
Cancer Using Deep 

Learning”

 Kalkidan Kebede

Abstract
Breast cancer is an uncontrolled growth of breast cells which is
common among women worldwide. Currently, its prevalence in
developing countries is increasing due to the increase in life
expectancy, urbanization and adoption of western lifestyles.
Diagnosing cancer in the earliest stage is vital for effective treatment.
For the time being pathologists are the only experts that diagnose
Breast cancer through biopsies in Ethiopia. But this process is time
consuming and expensive due to the lack of adequate number of
pathologists in the country. In order to mitigate this problem we
propose a system that automatically identifies invasive and in situ
lobular carcinoma in breast cancer by introducing a new dataset from
two different histopathological images data-sets using deep learning.

Biography
 Kalkidan Kebede is an MSc student in
Computer Engineering at Addis Ababa
Institute of Technology, AAU, and a
lecturer at Entoto Poly Technic College.
She received her BSc degree from Bahir-
Dar University and is currently working on
Deep learning for her MSc thesis. She is
interested in Machine Learning/ Deep
Learning on health, Software development
and Robotics.



Day 2 
1:30- 

2:00pm

"A Domain-Specific 
Architecture for Computer 

Vision Application in 
Autonomous UAVs”

 Tinbilina Gashaw

Abstract
Vision-based navigation, application-level and safety tasks in autonomous
UAVs demand computation resources to have real-time performance and
low power consumption. It is hard to meet these computational
requirements using general-purpose systems. This research project explores
the bottlenecks causing the performance and energy inefficiencies in
general-purpose systems by analyzing the overheads of target detection
and tracking, navigation, and sense-and-avoid algorithms running on a
general-purpose system. Then, it designs a domain-specific architecture
that supports the computational requirements of the navigation,
application-level and safety tasks. Finally, it will evaluate the computational
speedup, memory bandwidth efficiency and energy efficiency of the
designed architecture to compare the gains from the optimizations with the
general-purpose systems.

Biography
 Tinbilina Gashaw is an MSc student in
Computer Engineering at Addis Ababa
Institute of Technology. BSc from the same
institute in Electrical and Computer
Engineering (Computer Stream), 2010 E.C.
She is a STEM coach at So Ez Technology
and Training PLC, helping high school
students get familiar with python
programming. She has experience with
mobile application development and smart
meter management system testing and
resource specification. She is currently
doing her MSc thesis on domain-specific
architecture for computer vision
applications in unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs). She is passionate about aerospace
and system design. 



Day 2 
2:00- 

2:30pm

"Remotely operated 
military weapon and its 

applications”

 Yosef Jemal

Abstract
Remote weapon station is an automated military weapon that could be
operated from any distance far from the enemy. It is implemented on
armoured vehicles, navy ships, and aircrafts or used on its own on the military
battlefield replacing conventional soldiers. Due to the absence of this
technology, currently our defense sector is not able to manufacture armoured
vehicles which are fully functional. Especially in our country, the absence of
this technology created an opportunity for bank robbers and terrorists to
commit crimes at any time. To tackle this problem, in 2014 E.C in collaboration
with BahirDar institute of technology (BiT), we developed the first successful
prototype that was tested recently in Addis Ababa in the presence of minister
of innovation and technology. This military technology will transform Ethiopia’s
military sector in many ways. It could minimizes the number of soldiers fighting
on battlefield, reduces foreign currency spent for similar technology, enable
Ethiopia’s defense sector manufacturing of fully functional armoured vehicle
and many more. I hope this military technology will boost Ethiopian confidence
on their own that they can develop any technology developed elsewhere if
they have commitment.

Biography
Yosef Jemal is Assistant lecturer in Bahir Dar Institute of
Technology since 2017. He is currently doing his MSc
thesis on unmanned aerial vehicles. Since 2017 he has
completed two successful military projects namely
remotely operated military weapon and unmanned
ground vehicle both of which are already accepted by
the Ethiopian defense industry for collaboration.
Especially remotely operated military weapons was one
of the challenges for Ethiopia’s defense industry to
develop fully functional armored vehicles. Now due to
successful completion of remote weapons, Ethiopia will
soon start developing the above armored vehicle.
Current military world is looking for an unmanned
ground vehicle which plays the role of combat drone on
the ground despite current technology limitations.
With this regard Yosef has also tested the first
unmanned ground vehicle in 2022 in BahirDar Institute
of Technology.



Day 2 
2:30- 

3:00pm

"Explainable Rhythm Based 
Heart Disease Detection 

From ECG Signals”

 Derege Degefa

Abstract
 In recent years, computer-aided diagnosis techniques have become increasingly
used to support clinicians in disease diagnosis, improving the accuracy of their
decisions. The electrocardiogram (ECG) is the most popular non-invasive
diagnostic method for examining various cardiovascular issues.

Our proposed model can classify five cardiac rhythm problems from an ECG
signal. Deep learning models are black boxes, therefore, they cannot be used to
make high-risk decisions like the automated detection of heart disease. So, using
weighted class activation maps from the Grad-CAM and Grad-CAM++ methods,
we build an explainability framework for ECG classification.

We used 3,229 ECG records to train the model 404 ECG records for validation
and 403 ECG recordings to test it. The model tested successfully with an
accuracy of 0.96, precision of 0.90, recall of 0.87, and an F1-score of 0.88. The
model has performed well in all classification metrics, and Grad-CAM++
visualization techniques made it simpler for us to locate the ECG signal regions
on each lead that were crucial for explaining the model’s decision-making
processes.

Biography
 Dereje Degefa is an employee of the Artificial
Intelligence Institute and a master's student in
computer engineering at the Addis Ababa
Institute of Technology, AAU. From the same
university, he obtained a BSc degree. His
current MSc thesis project is titled:
“Explainable Rhythm Based Heart Disease
Detection From ECG Signals." He has an
interest in machine learning.
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